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The transformative power of classical music
Benjamin Zander | 15.5M views

► WATCH NOW  SAVE TO LIST

Giselle Robin, Writer, Selfemployed

Even so I prefer music which makes me dance I have moments when I
reach for the soothing classics. People don't like the classics because they
don't listen. They have to be taught to listen like in this great presentation.

Learn crucial skills to ask for what you need at work

How can you effectively advocate for yourself at work? The founder of Girls
Who Code, activist and author Reshma Saujani will be sharing tips and talk
about her new book, Pay Up: The Future of Women and Work.

Join us for this live conversation by signing up for an annual TED
Membership.
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The restorative power of
medical tattoos
Becky Barker

The breakthrough science of
mRNA medicine
Melissa J. Moore

The funding gap in start-up
investing
Temie Giwa-Tubosun

How the James Webb Space
Telescope will unfold the
universe
John C. Mather

Why people and AI make good
business partners
Shervin Khodabandeh

We can make COVID-19 the last
pandemic
Bill Gates
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Want to make your wardrobe more sustainable? Cut your new clothing
purchases by 75%

In the past 15 years, clothing production has doubled, draining our natural
resources and using up Earth's limited carbon budget. Here, sustainability
researchers share four things that we can do to tackle the fast fashion problem.

READ MORE

Want to quit your job? 3 things to
consider now to prevent future
regrets

READ MORE

9 youth climate activists from
around the world share their book
and podcast picks

READ MORE

Want to connect with the global TED community online? Check out our new platform just for
Members. Become a TED Member today.
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